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West Haven Public Schools 

Unit Planning Organizer 

Subject__Physical Science_____ Grade___8__ 

Unit_3 Forces and Friction        Pacing_November to January 

Essential Question(s):  Why is the understanding of forces between objects 

important for describing how their motions change, as well as for predicting 

stability or instability in systems at any scale? 

 

Big Idea(s): 

Forces 

Unbalanced vs. balanced forces 

Net force 

The relationship between force and acceleration 

Friction and friction types 

Magnetic forces 

Electrical forces 

Gravitational interactions 

Potential vs. kinetic energy* 

The relationship between friction and thermal energy* 

Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) (includes West Haven’s “Priority” 

NGSS in BOLD and “Supporting” Standards) 
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MS-PS2-2 – Plan an investigation to provide evidence that the change in an 

object’s motion depends on the sum of the forces on the object and the mass of 

the object.  

MS-PS2-3 – Ask questions about data to determine the factors that affect the 

strength of electric and magnetic forces. 

MS-PS2-4 – Construct and present arguments using evidence to support the claim 

that gravitational interactions are attractive and depend on the masses of 

interacting objects. 

MS-PS2-5 – Conduct an investigation and evaluate the experimental design to 

provide evidence that fields exist between objects exerting forces on each other 

even though the objects are not in contact.   

MS-PS3-5 – Construct, use, and present arguments to support the claim that 

when the kinetic energy of an object changes, energy is transferred to or from the 

object.   

MS-PS3-3 – Apply scientific principles to design, construct and test a device that 

either minimizes or maximizes thermal energy transfer. 

 

Science and Engineering Practices (Practices in BOLD should be focused on in 

this unit) 

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering) 

2. Developing and using models 

3. Planning and carrying out investigations 

4. Analyzing and interpreting data 

5. Using mathematics and computational thinking 

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions(for 

engineering) 

7. Engaging in argument from evidence 
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8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 

“Unwrapped” Concepts and Skills, and Bloom Levels (BL) 

Concepts(Need to Know) Skills(Able to Do) Crosscutting 
concepts  

BL 

Force 
-Students will formulate a definition of 
force. 
-Students will assimilate knowledge of 
resultant velocity to the calculation of 
Net force. 
-Students will compare balanced and 
unbalanced forces. 
 -Students will identify Newtons as the 
unit of measure of force. 
 -Students will assess the relationship 
between forces and movement. 
 
Friction  
- Students will formulate a definition 

of friction. 
-Students will conclude that a by 
product of friction is the transfer of 
thermal energy. 
-Students will compare and 
contrast four types of friction. 
-Students will determine what 
factors will increase the incidence 
of friction. 
-Students will assess and draw 
conclusions about the effect mass 
and surface area have on friction.   
-Students will apply formula to 
determine coefficient of friction. 
 
Gravitational Force 
-Students will assess the 
relationship between the mass of 
objects and gravitational forces  
-Students will assess the 
relationship between the distance 
between objects and gravitational 
force. 
-Students will assess the effect of 
air resistance on falling objects 

Measure in metrics 
Convert metric units 
Graphing (assessing and  
       creating) 
EDD and lab design 
Procedure writing RST.6-8.3 
Analyzing and interpreting  
       data (Qualitative vs.  
       quantitative)6.SP.B.5 
Drawing conclusions 
Mathematical computations: 
-force 
-net force 
-mass 
-acceleration 
-Coefficient of friction 
 
Assess for validity (Lab) 
Lab Report Writing WHST.6-
8.8 
RST.6-8.1 
Conducting scientific 
arguments 

Cause and Effect 
Systems and System 
Models 
Stability and Change 
Scale, proportion, and 
Quantity 
Energy and Matter 

Formulate 
Assimilate 
Calculate 
Compare  
Contrast 
Identify 
Assess 
Conclude 
Determine 
Appraise 
Create 
Analyze  
Interpret  
Conduct 
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-Students will assess the 
relationship between surface area 
and fluid friction 
-Students will appraise the 
relationship between force and 
terminal velocity 
-Students will formulate a definition 
of terminal velocity 
 
Electrical and Magnetic Forces 
-Students will formulate a definition of 
force fields. 
-Students will compare and contrast 
electrical, magnetic, and gravitational 
forces. 
-Students will analyze data and 
interpret the strength of electrical and 
magnetic fields. 
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Assessments 

-Post Test 

-Individual teacher assessments 

-Individual dipsticks (quizzes; exit slips, etc.) 

-Lab reports / lab work 

-Project Based Assessment 

 

“Dipsticks” (Informal Progress Monitoring Checks): 

Teacher questioning for understanding 

Quizzes / exit slips 

Student use of Engineering Process 

 

Common Formative Post- Assessment (Followed by Data Team Analysis): 

Unit 3 Post CA 

 

Instructional Planning 

Suggested Resources/Materials/PBL: 

Squeaky Shoes Lab 

Shoe Design Challenge 

Matchbox car test track Lab 
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Suggested Research-based Effective Instructional Strategies: 

1.  Identifying similarities and differences. 

2.  Summarizing and note taking. 

3.  Reinforcing effort and providing recognition. 

4.  Homework and practice. 

5.  Nonlinguistic representations. 

6.  Cooperative learning. 

7.  Setting objectives and providing feedback. 

8.  Generating and testing hypotheses. 

9. Cues, questions, and advanced organizers. 

10.   QFT-Question formulation technique. 

11.   Zeigarnik effect. 
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Vocabulary/Word Wall Enrichment/Extension Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math/LA 

Force (Newton) 

- Balanced 

- Unbalanced 

- Net 

Friction 

- Rolling 

- Sliding 

- Fluid 

- Static 

Molecular stickiness 

Inertia 

Mass 

Acceleration 

Gravity 

Terminal Velocity 

Air resistance 

Electricity 

Magnetism 

Force Field 

Tech Education- 

-Forces 

-Friction 

-Torque 

-Mass/force/acceleration 

relationship 

-Monster Truck/ATV 

Design and Track Design 

 

Computer Lab- 

Budget planning EXCEL  

RST.6-8.3 Follow 

precisely a multistep 

procedure when carrying 

out experiments, taking 

measurements, or 

performing technical 

tasks. 

WHST.6-8.7 Conduct 

short research projects to 

answer a 

question(including a self 

generated question) 

drawing on several 

sources and generating 

additional related 

focused questions that 

allow for multiple 

avenues of exploration. 

6.NS.C.5 Understand that 

positive and negative 

numbers are used 

together to describe 

quantities having 

opposite directions or 
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Attraction  

Repulsion 

Charge 

 

 

values; use positive and 

negative numbers to 

represent quantities in 

real world contexts 

explaining the meaning of 

zero in each situation. 

6.EE.A.2 Write, read, and 

evaluate expressions in 

which letters stand for 

numbers. 

7.EE.B.4 Use variables to 

represent quantities in a 

real world or 

mathematical problem 

and construct simple 

equations and 

inequalities to solve 

problems by reasoning 

about the quantities. 

 

MP.2 Reason abstractly 

and quantitatively. 

MP.4 Model with 

mathematics  

 

 

 


